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Ask.fm - Anonymous Q&A. Links for to strangers. Has been used
for cyberbullying linked to suicides.

Audio Manager - Vault app. Allows you to hide apps, photos,
videos, etc. behind a PIN/passcode while looking like a music
manager.
Bigo - Live Steaming App. No age verificatoin and users have
to provide personal info. Inappropriate/sexual content,
cyberbullying, profanity, & violent content are common
Blendr - Hook Up/flirting app: Same thing as Tinder. Shares
location data. No age/identity verification.

Burn Book - Messaging app that enables posting of
anonymous info. It is text only. Used for cyberbullying.
Connects with nearby strangers.
Calculator% - Vault App. Allows you to hide apps, photos,
videos, etc. behind a PIN/passcode while looking like a
calculator (even has come calculator functions!).
Calculator+ - Vault App. Allows you to hide apps, photos,
videos, etc. behind a PIN/passcode while looking like a
calculator (even has come calculator functions!).
Chatous - Texting app: Randomly connects users. Can send
"disappearing" messages.

ChatRad - Web-based random video chat. Enables video chat
with strangers

Chatroulette - Video chat: Connects kids to random people
around the world. Easily exploited to have kids send
inappropriate images/videos. Can be used for cybersex
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Discord - Chat app. Both public and "private" servers can be
accessed. Hate groups and NSFW groups are common.

Faceflow - Video chat. Connects kids to random people
around the world. Easily exploited to have kids send
inappropriate images/videos.
HP/HIP (Hide It Pro) – Vault App. Like the calculator apps that
hide porn and such, HIP is not what it seems. It resembles a
music management app but still serves as a hidden vault for
stashing inappropriate material.
Holla - Chat app. Randomly connects users to complete
strangers. Contains a good amount of sex/nudity.

Hot or Not - Hook Up App. People rate your profile with the
intent to find a hookup.

Houseparty - Video/Text Chat. No screening tools, so kids can
be exposed to inappropriate content via live videos,etc. Links
can also be shared. Also possible to record received videos.
IMVU - Virtual world game (like THE SIMS). Nudity and sexual
encounters in 18+ sections, but also sexual banter and
behaviors in the all-ages area, too. Profiles are all public and
there has been cyberbullying and predatory activity.
Instagram - Photo-sharing app, Used by hackers. Lots of porn
(Instaporn).

KIK - Chat. Users/friends/age are not authenicated. Has been
used for sexting and "sextortion". So popular that "KIK Buddy"
has replaced "sexting buddy". No parental controls.
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Line –Another chat/texting app. Full of scams, phishing, and
predators. Lots of avenues for in-app purchases, so kids can
spend money very easily.
Live.me – Allows users to watch or create live, streaming videos
which include geolocation. Users earn “coins”. Pedophiles are
known to offer coins for pictures from kids. No meaningful
security.
MyLOL - Full of adult conversations regarding sex, drugs,
drinking, and self-harm/abuse. No identity verificatoin

MeetMe – Introduces users to other users nearby. Questions
can be exchanged. User information is not verified. Also has
private chatting and image sharing.
Monkey – Randomly connects users to a total stranger for a 15
second chat. Users see both age and gender. Easily abused by
predators.
Omegle – Omegle’s purpose is to let you connect to strangers
and video chat with them. Home page even admits that
predators use their system.
Periscope – Live streaming app. Users can post whatever they
want without monitoring. Bullying, NSFW content, and lack of
user information security is a problem.
Snapchat – Allows users to send images/videos that
supposedly disappear after they are viewed. Pics/vids DO
NOT disappear. Encourages/enables sexting.
Tellonym – Anonymous messenger/chat app. Frequent
bullying, violent threats, and adult content. Offers
unmonitored access to the Internet.
Tik Tok (formerly musical.ly) – Kids can make short music
videos (3-15 seconds) and short looping videos (3-60 seconds)
Accounts are public and language is often “colorful
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Tinder – Dating and “hook up” app. Used for one night stands.
While rated 17+ Tinder lets kids as young as 13 register. Helps
“find” others nearby. Used by predators, stalkers, etc.
TinyChat - Anonymous chat, single or group, by text or video.
Used to connect with strangers. Can lead to sexting or other
inappropriate chatting.
Tumblr – Micro-blogging app enables sharing of ideas, images,
and videos. Filled with pornography. Even through TUMBLR
announced it was cleaning house, porn remains. Glorifies selfharm and eating disorders
Vaulty - Vault app, as the name implies. Android only. Allows
users to hide pictures and videos

Vine – Allows posting videos up to 6 seconds. These range
from innocent to pornographic. Porn easily found through
keyword searches
Voxer – A type of “walkie talkie” app. Can be used for
bullying.

WeChat – Free chat/messenger app. Encourages and enables
connections with nearby or distant strangers. Vulnerable to
predators.
What’sApp – Facebook messaging/texting product. Recent
issues with spyware and malware. Shares data w/ Facebook.
Often used for fake news and hoaxes.
Wishbone – A poll/comparison app. Users create or take
polls. This includes polls on adult topics, and some are very
explicit.
Whisper – Anonymous account for “sharing secrets”. Easily
abused. Shows user’s location. Younger children discovering
it. Reports of rapes/assaults on users.
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YouTube – YouTube gives kids a place to post their videos.
Unfortunately, YouTube has a lot of inappropriate content and
a known pedophile problem.
Yubo (formerly Yellow) - Often called “Tinder for teens”.
Easily exploited by predators, traffickers, and those attempting
sextortion. Connects with Instagram and Snapchat.

Knights’ Quest Ministries also offers live seminars on
Internet safety!
Contact us today to learn how your church, school, or
community group can host an event!

www.knightsquest.org
buddy@knightsquest.org
817-715-4074
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